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A new programming world?

"Mr. Hong describes himself as well off 
enough so that work is optional.  He was 
collecting more than $1 million a year from 
HotOrNot, a project he and his partner had 
created in seven days ..."

New York Times, 10/28/07
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"Language shapes the way 
we think and determines 
what we can think about."
Benjamin Whorf (1897-1941), 
Language, Thought and Reality



"What languages do you focus on?"

parent of a prospective undergrad



"C makes it easy to shoot yourself in 
the foot; C++ makes it harder, but 
when you do it blows your whole leg 
off." 

Bjarne Stroustrup, creator of C++



Scripting languages

• the nature of many applications has changed
– gluing components, web page creation

• scripting languages (Perl, Python, PHP, Ruby, ...)
– avoid C & C++ memory management, awkward string handling, ...
– more expressive than Java: e.g., RE's, string operators
– casual type checking, object hierarchies, data structures

• comparatively weak tools
• slower but no one cares

– computers are fast and cheap
– programmers are slow and expensive



Javascript

• very weak typing  
• potentially risky object model  
• inconsistent implementations, poor tools
• complicated irregular interface to browser

– no life elsewhere
• no academic credentials  

But:
• very widely used in many innovative systems

– AJAX applications, libraries, web-based programs 
• illustrates important programming ideas

– event-driven programming, callbacks, closures
– DOM: object oriented interface with a vengeance
– JSON: a lightweight alternative to XML for structured data



AJAX in action







"A language that doesn't affect the 
way you think about programming is 
not worth knowing."

Alan Perlis, Epigrams on Programming
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"Give us the tools and 
we will finish the job."

Winston Churchill, 
radio address, 
February 9, 1941



• mechanization of repetitive / tedious / error-prone 
tasks

• Unix introduced the conscious focus on creating and 
using tools
– small tools:  grep, diff, wc, sort, uniq, ...
– specialized tools:  yacc, lex, make
– programmable tools:  shell, awk

• Microsoft popularized IDEs
(integrated development environments)

– complete systems for editing, compiling, debugging, packaging

Tools



Visual Studio



Eclipse



Web Frameworks

• software systems to create web applications 
– client (web) front end, server code, database access, 

administrative subsystem, etc.
• programs that write programs

– generate code from specification plus conventions
• examples:

– Rails  (Ruby)
– Django (Python)
– Google Web Toolkit  (Java)
– and zillions of others [Wikipedia lists nearly 180!!]



Google Web Toolkit

• write client (browser) code in Java
• including GUI layout, using classes like Java Swing
• test client code on server side
• once this works, compile Java to Javascript and HTML
• use the generated code on the client side



Django: Python web framework







"A most important ... aspect of any 
tool is its influence on the habits of 
those who train themselves in its use." 

Edsger Dijkstra, A Discipline of Programming, 1976 
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"Good fences make good 
neighbors"

Robert Frost, 
Mending Wall, 1914



Interfaces

• the boundary between a service and its users

• "Every module ... is characterized by its knowledge of 
a design decision which it hides from all others.  Its 
interface was chosen to reveal as little as possible 
about its inner workings." 
– David Parnas, "On the criteria to be used in decomposing 

systems into modules", CACM, 1972

• opaque types [e.g. C standard I/O library]
• objects
• web interfaces



Google Maps API

<body>
<div id="map" style="width: 800px; height: 600px"></div>
<script type="text/javascript">
//<![CDATA[
var here = new GPoint(-76.6195160150528, 39.32743436955435 ); 
var map = new GMap(document.getElementById("map"));
map.addControl(new GLargeMapControl());
map.addControl(new GMapTypeControl());

map.setMapType(G_HYBRID_MAP);
map.centerAndZoom(here, 0);
map.openInfoWindow(map.getCenterLatLng(),

document.createTextNode("You are here, more or less"));
//]]>
</script>

</body>





APIs in the News  (November 2007)



"Little wonder then that we see so 
many poorly designed APIs: it is not 
reasonable to expect programmers to 
be good at something they have never 
been taught."

Michi Henning, "API: Design Matters", 
ACM Queue, May 2007
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"We undoubtedly produce software 
by backward techniques. ... I would 
like to see components become a 
dignified branch of software 
engineering."

Doug McIlroy, Mass Produced Software 
Components, NATO Software Engineering 
Conference, 1968



Pipes then and now

• one of earliest component implementations
who | grep Joe | wc

• Yahoo pipes: 



Serendipity (?)



COM: the Component Object Model

• McIlroy's components:  small libraries
• COM:  objects on steroids

– the most successful example of components in practice



Mashups: duct tape programming
• the web version of components?
• the browser as operating system?

(programmableweb.com)



"If I have seen further than others, 
it is by standing upon the shoulders of 
giants."

Isaac Newton, 1642-1727
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"There is no single development, in 
either technology or management 
technique, which by itself 
promises even one order-of-
magnitude improvement within a 
decade in productivity, in 
reliability, in simplicity."

Fred Brooks, "No Silver Bullet", 1986



Snake Oil?
• structured programming

– top-down development, successive refinement, chief programmer teams, egoless 
programming

– structured everything: design, analysis, requirements, specification, walkthroughs..
• object-oriented programming

– CRC cards (Class, Responsibilities, and Collaborators)
– object-oriented everything: design, analysis, requirements, specification, 

walkthroughs...
• components

– RAD (rapid application development), COTS (Components off the Shelf)
– 4th generation languages, automatic programming, programming by example, 

graphical programming
• CASE tools (Computer Aided Software Engineering)

– UML, message sequence charts, state diagrams
• formal methods

– verification, validation, correctness proofs, model checking 
• design patterns

– patterns of everything 
• extreme programming, refactoring, agile methods, ...
• aspect oriented programming



Conclusions

• languages
– notation matters: scripting languages are here to stay

• tools
– mechanization matters: let the machine do the work

• interfaces
– interfaces matter: bad APIs are easy; good APIs are hard

• components
– reuse matters: don't reinvent the wheel

• methodologies
– knowledge and skill matter: there is no royal road to software



The Changing Face of Programming??

Plus ça change, plus c'est la même chose


